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Schedule

Sponsored by

DFG Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
Tuesday, October 4

12:00 Welcome & Registration
Lunch

12:45 Session 1: Health Politics, Health Reforms, and Healthcare Systems in International Comparison I

E. Immergut: Health Reform Patterns Europe
N. Reibling, C. Wendt, M. Ariaans: Healthcare System Typology
T. Popic: Ideas, Institutions and Politics in Market-Oriented Healthcare Reforms in Central Eastern Europe

14:45 Coffee break

15:15 Session 2: Health and Migration

A. Gkiouleka: Anti-discrimination Policies and Immigrants’ Health: A comparative Research
C. McNamara: Health, Human Rights and the Greek Refugee Crisis

16:15 Practical information

17:30 Visit to the Max Weber House in Heidelberg (meeting at Mannheim station, platform 5, at 16:45, local train (S5) is leaving at 16:50, no ticket necessary/covered by group ticket)

19:00 Dinner

Wednesday, October 5

8:45 Coffee & Welcome
9:00 Session 3: Methodological Challenges & Pathways Linking Healthcare Systems to Population Health

S. Ölafsdóttir: Health Societies, Healthy Individuals: The Impact of the Social Organization of Health and Welfare on Health Behavior and Health Outcomes in 33 Nations
V. Buffel, K. Heggebo: Health selection effects into unemployment and disability, investigating the impact of different policies, in Belgium, the Netherlands, Norway and Denmark
A. Roots: Access to Medical care depending on the position on the labour market in different welfare regimes
D. Burlacu: Activated citizenry - a link between health policies and politics

11:00 Coffee break

11:30 Session 4: Health Politics, Health Reforms, and Healthcare Systems in International Comparison II

M. Balaj: Can we prevent the preventable for all? - Characteristics of an equitable cancer screening service
S. Samerski, S. Hamed, F. Samkange-Zeeb: Navigating healthcare systems - comparison of experiences across eight superdiverse neighbourhoods in four European cities with different welfare systems
M. Ainsaar, O. Nahkur: Why people with limited health conditions evaluate health systems more critically—Comparison of Estonia with 14 other European countries
S. Schneider, T. Popic: Attitudes towards Health Systems in Eastern and Western Europe—A Matter of System Perception or Normative Expectation

13:30 Lunch

14:30 Parallel Project Meetings

18:00 Practical information

19:00 Dinner

Thursday, October 6

9:30 Coffee & Welcome

10:00 Session 5: Carework and Health Care System Performance

T. Bahle, M. Ariaans: Mapping Long-term care systems
A. Roescu, K. Anderson: Satisfaction with the health care system in the Netherlands. A panel approach
B. Rönnerstrand: Standing in line when queues are on the Policy proximity and evaluations of healthcare services following the Swedish waiting time guarantee

12:00 Coffee break

12:30 Final discussion, information on book projects, and further information

13:30 End of conference